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Rohos Mini Drive is a useful utility for
creating a secure area on USB drives

that is not accessible without a
password. With its intuitive interface

and extensive set of options the
application can be used for protecting

data from the prying eyes in a variety of
situations The program makes use of

strong encryption algorithms to
maintain an adequate level of security.
The options available in this application

are many and the granularity is to a
large extent customizable. Have you
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ever spent a lot of time trying to find
and recover files that you no longer

need? With Rohos Mini Drive you can
simply encrypt a selected folder and the
files in it and it will become inaccessible

for unauthorized people. Great small
footprint The small application can be

stored on your USB drive, tablet or
smartphone and still maintain a

minimum footprint. For storing sensitive
information Rohos Mini Drive can be
mounted as a virtual drive using the

provided password. Intuitive interface
The application provides a

straightforward layout and guides the
user through the steps that lead to

creating a password protected partition
on the removable drive. Once the

encrypted partition is created there is
the possibility to customize the size of

the container, the file system as well as
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the encryption algorithm that secures it.
Upon creating this protected area there

is the possibility to open the drive in
Explorer and access its content to select

the files that should be moved to the
encrypted area. Additional options

available in Rohos Mini Drive include
encrypting applications and folders. Any

folder you choose is connected to the
protected disk and cannot be explored

unless the secure drive is mounted. This
operation entails moving all the data to

the encrypted partition on the
removable drive and replacing the
original entry with a symbolic link.

Conclusion The intuitive,
straightforward interface and the simple

yet powerful set of options, makes
handling Rohos Mini Drive an easy job.

A new era is emerging in the
cybersecurity industry as more and
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more people have digital information
stored on devices that are prone to

theft and loss. The loss of a phone or
tablet can be devastating for many
people especially if the device is a

business owned or used by others. With
Rohos Mini Drive you can protect your
device against being lost or stolen by

encrypting it and the data stored on it.
Rohos Mini Drive Description: Rohos

Mini Drive is an application that can be
used to protect your device against

being lost or stolen by encrypting it and
the data stored on it. With its intuitive
interface and extensive set of options

the application can be used for
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Rohos Mini Drive is an easy to use utility
that allows you to password protect
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removable media such as digital
cameras, portable drives and more.

Using Rohos Mini Drive you can create a
secure, hidden partition to store your
sensitive data that you want to access
only with the permission you assign.

With the optional built-in KeyGen utility
you can also generate your own

password which can be used in place of
a password that you might not
remember. You can mount the

encrypted partition as virtual drive and
access your data on your removable
media without any restrictions. With

Rohos Mini Drive you can even protect
data and programs that reside on your

removable media. With additional
utilities you can also encrypt your home
folder and share the sensitive data with

other users who need to access your
data. Buy Rohos Mini Drive, it is easy to
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use and you are going to love it!
Password Generator Generate a

Random Password using a specified
pattern. About ReadySoft Technology
ReadySoft Technology, a global leader
in providing Information Technology
products, services and solutions. Our

recent success is attributed to the
appreciation and trust we build with our
clients. We have earned a reputation of
delivering quality products and services

with optimum customer satisfaction.
Rohos Mini Drive offers a unique and

best solution for securing data on your
USB and other removable devices. With

the use of Rohos Mini Drive you can
provide access to data only to those

who have permission. The application
displays a list of the files that contain
the sensitive data on the removable
device. The file contains a preview
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image of the file content. The user can
add, edit, delete and move the files.

The file system, including the file
structure and the Windows shortcuts
can be customized. Sensitive data,
documents and applications can be

hidden within the encrypted partition.
This partition is listed as a drive in the

Windows Explorer The partition size can
be increased and decreased using this

partition. File encryption can be enabled
or disabled. User can add and delete a
user account using the partition. Export

to a text or spreadsheet file can be
used to transfer the encrypted data
Easy to use This is an easy to use

application. You can create or import
encrypted partition with two ways; Click
the Encrypt Tab From the menu select
the Encrypt mode. The application will
prompt you to enter a password for the
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partition. Type in b7e8fdf5c8
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Rohos Mini Drive can read and write data
to any USB storage devices which have a
FAT32 file system. You can create a
password protected encrypted container
where you can store your sensitive and
personal data. This partition is hidden
from the normal view of the computer,
only being accessible when the
connected storage device is mounted in
the computer. Rohos Mini Drive supports
many types of storage devices, including
USB flash drives, SD cards, Memory
Sticks, Compact Flash (CF) Cards and
more. You can choose between the
recommended default settings or
customize them as needed. For instance,
you can specify the exact amount of free
space required to be allocated to the
container, use an 8-digit password or a
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user friendly memorable password. You
can also use the folder structure option
to create folders that act as virtual
containers. Rohos Mini Drive also
supports encryption and password
protecting of applications and programs.
This feature works similarly to the data
container, in that it encrypts any
selected program file or a predefined
application folder and disables its access
except for the password protected
container. Rohos Mini Drive Key
Features: Supports USB storage devices
with FAT32 file system Supports multiple
storage device connections Password
protected encrypted container
Customizable password protected
container Folder structure as a virtual
container Supported file system: FAT32,
FAT16, FAT12 Encryption: AES, Blowfish,
HypeEnc Password protecting
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applications and folders Accessible
through your computer regardless of the
connected device Mounts a partition as a
virtual drive Compatible with Windows 8,
8.1, 10, Windows Server 2008 Supported
languages: English, Français, Deutsch,
Español, Italiano, Português (Brasil),
Česky, Türkçe, Polski, 日本語, 한국어, 简体中文,
,Eesti ,繁體中文 ,Cztécnic ,Deutsch ,العربية
Magyar, 日本語, 한국어, français, 日本語,
Español, Português (Brasil), 日本語, 한국어,
Francés, Italiano, Hrvatski

What's New In?

Create a encrypted partition on your
USB drive and store private data. Rohos
Mini Drive provides security for your
confidential data by encrypting it onto a
USB-drive. All data stored on the
encrypted partition is secured with the
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key that is given to you when you
create the partition. Data cannot be
saved without this key, so if lost it
cannot be read again. Rohos Mini Drive
has no access rights to the partition in
comparison to your system, and does
not require any additional program to
access the files. You can store the key
in a safe place and protect it there, or
carry it in your wallet. Rohos Mini Drive
allows you to access your sensitive data
whenever and wherever you need it on
every computer you use. Rohos Mini
Drive Features: Create a secure
encrypted partition on your USB drive.
Create an access password so your data
is only accessible to you. Partition is
automatically mounted as a virtual
drive. Creates hidden symbolic link to
protect data. Securely transfers all data
you want to protect to the encrypted
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partition. Protects your data even if you
don't have the correct access password.
Access your encrypted partition by a
secure password. Protects all your data,
programs and settings. File manager to
easily navigate your data and organize
your folders. Introducing Rohos Mini
Drive with Encryption for removable
media. A data protection software that
creates a secure partition on your USB
drive. Encrypt your data by creating a
password protected area that cannot be
accessed without this password. Your
data will not be accessible or
searchable on every computer you plug
your USB drive to, unless you enter the
correct password. Rohos Mini Drive
simply creates a secure container for
your data, protecting it from
unauthorized people and computers.
This product is offered by RoHo
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Software INC. Please refer to RoHo
Software Inc. for more information. Get
the gift of freedom with the latest
Microsoft and Microsoft Office 2010
software bundle. It includes Office 2010
Professional Plus, Microsoft Security
Essentials and Windows 7 Ultimate. This
bundle also includes 1 year of On-
demand customer support from
Microsoft's Tech Centers to get you up
and running. This bundle includes:
Windows 7 Home Premium Edition,
Microsoft Office 2010 Professional Plus
and software protection solution
Microsoft Security Essentials. It is also
bundled with 1 year of On-demand
customer support from Microsoft's Tech
Centers. $119.99 $399.99 Reviews Is it
just me or are the reviews
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System Requirements:

1 x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 GPU or
greater. 1 x Intel i5 CPU (3.1GHz or
faster). 256 MB of video memory, or
greater. 8 GB of free hard disk space.
Minimum of 2GB of RAM. DirectX 11
graphics card driver. HDD installed to
Windows® 7 or Windows® 8, 64-bit
Note: The game is tested with English
voice pack. If you use another language
pack, please make sure that it is
supported. If the voice pack is not
supported
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